
Hitting The Taper 
 

The idea behind taper is to reach the body’s peak performance level by diminishing training 

volume – enabling the body to recover from the physiological months of stress your body has 

taken.  Literature suggests that the taper period should involve a reduction to 40-60% of ones 

training volume to maximize performance gains.  The most effective taper model in one study 

achieved that reduction in training volume through a 37% decrease in low-intensity training, a 

49% decrease in high-intensity training, and a 95% decrease in strength training.  However, we 

don’t do enough real “strength training” to decrease by 95%.  We taper of by stretching and 

doing light dryland.  This means taper will include speed work, a fair amount of easy swimming 

and little to no weightlifting.   

 

You have spent the fall & winter building up strength, power and speed, in the pool and 

through our strength & conditioning program.  You have worked very hard through Christmas 

training.  In order to let that hard work pay off and help you perform, you must rest, rest, rest.  

An increase in stretching, foam rolling, massage therapy and simple body movement exercises 

such as range of motion movements will help your body adjust to tapering, help your muscles 

recover  and will increase your flexibility and range of motion.   

 

While your muscles need recovery, remember to work each day, each practice and each set the 

way it is designed for you.  EFFORT, EFFORT, EFFORT matters so much during a taper.  Taper is 

not just coming to practice for 1 hour and swimming easy 25’s on 1:00.   

 

During your taper we divide days into 3 x categories: 1) Moderate Volume Days – designed to 

help you stay aerobically fit and strong, 2) High Intensity Days – race night, race pace, starts, 

turns, finishes, fine-tuning and 3) Recovery Days – easy swimming, recovery swimming, 

technique work, etc…   

 

With so much focus dedicated to recovery during taper time, there is an actual adjustment that 

your body goes through, trying to adapt to more rest and not being pounded the way it has 

been in the past.  DON’T OVER-ANALYZE HOW YOU FEEL.  It’s ok to feel stiff.  It’s ok to feel 

heavy and lethargic.  Don’t correlate how you feel with how fast you will fast.  Every taper 

you’ve have had and will ever have in the future will not be the same.  Your body in constantly 

ever-growing.  A lot of people have swam fast feeling “terrible.”  That’s a fact.  Execute your 

taper and workouts with integrity.   

 

 

 

 



TAPER REMINDERS 
 

PURPOSE OF TAPER = Allows athletes to fully recover from various forms of fatigue. 
 

Most Important Factor Of Tapering = The type and specificity of work that 

PRECEEDS the taper. 
 

Types Taper Training Days = 1) Moderate Volume Day, 2) High Intensity Day and 

3) Recovery Day. 
 

During Taper = 1) Increase stretching (at home), 2) Foam rolling, 3) Massage therapy, 4) 

Range of motion exercises, 5) Stay hydrated (keep fluids going), 6) Load up on complex 

carbohydrates, 7) Eat a little bit healthier (don’t change diet dramatically), 8) Wash hands 

constantly to avoid sickness, 9) Avoid cross-training or any type of activity that exerts a lot of 

energy (all the energy you are saving by resting don’t go out and spend it playing another 

sport!) and 10) SLEEP, SLEEP, SLEEP.  There is nothing more that recovers a person from 

anything than pure sleep and rest. 
 

4 X Taper Rules During Practice 
 

1. Be at all your practices 

2. Be early and stretch for your practices 

3. Give 100% effort in everything we do = total focus 

4. Ignore the way you feel in the water = positive attitude and force your body to do the 

work. 
 

“Other” Taper Tips 
 

 Each night in bed visualize one race, from start to finish.  Focus on your races well-

before you get to the meet.  That way you can relax and be better prepared to swim. 

 Visualize and learn what your meet & pre-race behaviors need to be like before you get 

to the meet. 

 Set boundaries before the meet about your social life at the meet.  What is the priority?   

 Warm-down as much as you need after practices and after races and after sessions. 

 Take ownership of your taper and swim meet by making all these things a priority 3-4 

weeks before the meet and not just when you show up at the meet.   


